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The Population Control Bill, 2001 
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The question was put and the motion was adopted��
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The Free and Compulsory Education to Girls Belonging to Families Living 
Below Poverty Line Bill, 2001 
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The Payment of Unemployment Allowance Bill, 2000 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Now. we 
shall take up the discussion on the Payment of Unemployment Allowance Bid, 
2000. I call upon Shri Dipankar Mukherjee. 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Sir. I beg to move 
That the Bill to provide for the payment of unemployment allowance to the 
unemployed persons and for matters connected therewith, be taken into 
consideration. 

Sir, before I discuss the Bill, as you are aware that during the last couple 
of weeks when a world was moving around this country, a new 
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terminology "core issue" was coined. ...Interruptions)... During Summit 
Talks, major point was regarding core issues. Sir, in this connection I would 
like to invite your attention to an address by Kofi Annan. Secretary-General. 
UN. during a seminar on "Challenge of Unemployment" organised by IMF-
World Bank held in October 1999 in Washington DC. It said. "Let me start 
by reminding you that at this moment there are nearly 1.3. Billion people in 
the world struggling to survive on less than one dollar a day. Billions of able-
bodied people are either unemployed or underemployed. This is worse than a 
crisis. It is a scandal. Overcoming it must be our top priority in the first 
decades of the new century." 

Sir, I feel that is the core issue which is present before the whole 
world. Now. in a speech delivered at the meeting of the UNCTAD in 
February 2000 in Bangkok. Director-General of ILO came out against the so-
called market economy and said, "We know enough about market 
fundamentals - it is time to pay attention to the fundamentals in people's 
lives. Financial policies should be geared towards stimulating productive 
investments that generate jobs rather than towards sustaining the casino 
economy of short-term movement in the international financial markets." 
Now. this Bill seeks to address an all-important issue falling under the 
concept of social security to fulfil a vital and crying need targeting the most 
valuable resource so abundantly available in our country, the human 
resource, young, energetic and talented. Sir. Part IV of the Constitution of 
India outlines the Directive Principles of State Policy and here social security 
for all Indians is spelt out in specific terms. 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri Nilotpal Basu) in the Chair] 

Sir. article 41 requires the State to secure the right to work, to 
education and to public assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, 
sickness and disablement and in other cases of undeserved want. 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Here they have to abandon power. 
...(Interruptions)... 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): No 
aspersions on the Chair. ...l/nterruptions)... 

THE MINISTER OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT (SHRI M. 
VENKAIAH NAIDU):   It is only affection towards the Chair. 
...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): So long as it 
is affection, I heartily accept it. ...Interruptions)... But no aspersions. 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: Sir, article 41 requires the State to 
secure the right to work, to education and to public assistance in cases of 
unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement and in other cases of 
undeserved want. Now, there is a rider 'within the limit of economic capacity 
and development'. I will come to the economic capacity later. Now I come to 
what the ILO says in the Philadelphia Declaration of 1944. The hon. Minister 
is here and he must be aware of the solemn obligation to further among the 
nations of the world to programmes which will achieve extension of social 
security measures to provide a basic income to all in need of such protection 
and comprehensive medical care. 

The ILO Convention No. 102, dated 27th April, 1955, placed 
emphasis on the minimum standards of social security. They comprise, 
among other things, unemployment benefit in part 'C' Sir, Convention No. 44 
of 10th June, 1938, contains proposals for ensuring benefit of allowances to 
the involuntarily unemployed. The Government of India has not, 
unfortunately, ratified any of the aforesaid Conventions. The Government of 
India, despite its wishes and the type of various slogans such as "Garibi hatao' 
'Bekari hatao' or their variants, under successive regimes, have turned a deaf 
ear to the pressing demand of the unemployed to provide them succour or 
assistance, at least, to keep their body and soul together. The only measure of 
unemployment benefit claimed to have been extended in this country is the 
public employment generation schemes. The Planning Commission, in the 
following words, pathetically describes how these schemes have been 
implemented on the ground, and I quote. This is the draft Approach Paper to 
the Tenth Five Year Plan. It says, "Evaluation of the programme for wage 
employment also reveals serious weaknesses; inadequate employment and 
thin spread of resources; violation of material-labour norms; fudging of 
muster roles;  schemes implemented universally 
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through  contractors  who  some  times   hired  outside   labourers  at   lower 
wages.    Central norms of earmarking 40 per cent of funds for watershed 

 development and 20 per cent for minor irrigation, have not been followed. 
Today, Rs. 60 out of Rs. 100 in wage schemes is reserved for wages, but in 
reality only Rs. 10 to 15 goes to the poor workers, the rest is illegal income 

 for bureaucracy, contractors and politicians." This being the case, the utter 
callous attitude towards the millions of unemployed is creating tremendous 
social problems for the country as a whole. Today, throughout the country, 
the problems we are facing are the social unrest, secessionist/separatist 
movements, castiest movements, communal movements, etc. Everywhere 
you will find this problem. It is this unemployed youth who are being used 
for this purpose. Sir, recently, a question was raised in the other House 
regarding providing some unemployment allowance to these unemployed 
persons. The Minister's reply was a negative one. He replied emphatically 
that the Central Government was not in favour of making payment of 
unemployment allowance to any category of the unemployed youth. But 
what is the basis? Why? The total number of job seekers in the live 
registers of the employment exchanges has steadily been increasing. I have 
the figures. It has also come in today's question. The figures speak for 
themselves. In 1997, you had 3,91,13,900 in live registers; in 1998, you had 
4,00,89000; in 1999, we had 4,03.71,000 and the latest one is 4,14,28,000. 
These figures are pertaining only to the live registers; and that too, Sir, ifyou 
see the number of employment exchanges, you will find that whatever is 
being registered, how they are being spread all through. This does not take 
into account those who cannot register themselves in the employment 
exchanges. Rural unemployment is another figure which comes to eight 
crores. So, the minimum figure comes to 12 crores in the country. Now, that 
comes to what percentage?  It is 12 per cent. 

Now, Sir, you will find that there are only 955 employment 
exchanges where an unemployed register himself or herself, and what type of 
attention we are paying to them can be seen from the number of exchanges 
vis-a-vis State's population. The maximum number of unemployed  persons  
are  in  my  State.     'Yes',  we  have  the  maximum 

 employed, so far as the live registers are concerned. But we have 75 
employment exchanges. In a big State like Maharashtra, the number of 
employment exchanges are 42; in Andhra Pradesh, it is 31 and the number 
of registered unemployed was 32 lakhs in 1999. Now, if it is as per the 
population, the number of employment exchanges should also be more. 
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This total lack of interest even in registering unemployment shows how the State 
is looking at the problem of unemployment in this country. The Labour 
Minister is here; would he kindly see why the number of employment exchanges 
couldn't be proportionate to the population. Where should the rural people 
register themselves?* When such is the situation, the country should know about 
the problem. The country is not alive at all to the problem. I would say the 
country, the Government and we, in the Parliament, all of us are not alive to 
the problem. Probably we don't have that type of awareness. We do not want 
to see the problem. The immediate problem here is: why this Payment of 
Unemployment Allowance Bill? Mr. Keshwani says, "it is a dole". No. it is an 
alarm belt. It must tell us where we are going. And, how this alarm comes to 
the mind of bureaucracy? It all comes only in terms of financial terms. The 
Prime Minster said on this issue on 17th March, last year, "It is the biggest 
alarm bell for us". And what more did he say? He said, "One crore jobs will be 
created." If we can create one crore of job in one year, then, in four years, at 
least, four crores of jobs can be created. But, because these are mere words, there 
is no legislative compulsion on the Government; the sense of compulsion is not 
there. Beyond all party barriers, when a person goes to seek votes, whether it is 
Panchayat or State Assembly or Parliament Elections, the first and foremost 
thing he faces is, the questions from the unemployed youths who are being used 
sometimes, who are being utilized sometimes. They ask you "what did you do in 
Parliament? What are you doing for us? Our number is increasing." I can say, 
"One crore jobs would be created." But where is the compulsion? When they 
say, "dole", I say, "You provide 2000 crores or 3000 crores." And, when the 
next year comes, in financial terms, in legislative terms, you see, it is reduced. 
This is the contribution you are making. That is also coming down. You can 
reduce it, if it is a revenue Budget. But when there is no compulsion on you, when 
administrative compulsion is not there, I don't think the Administration can be 
held accountable vis-a-vis unemployment. This is a serious issue, which must be 
addressed beyond the limits within which you have been addressing it. Today, 
you see, small States are being created. We discussed about Manipur. Look at 
the situation in Manipur. Find out how many people are unemployed there. 
Look at any other State. What are they asking for? Apart from that, we all 
know, for the last ten years -- we are not talking about employment polices; 
policies we can discuss, the true problem ~ no one can deny - today is 
unemployment. We are listening only about reduction in employment, 
whether it is Government jobs or 
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private jobs. There is no employment policy. There is a disinvestment policy. 
There is a Minister of Disinvestment. But, we don't have any Ministry of 
Employment. How can a Ministry of Employment be there? No one wants to be 
made accountable, specifically, for this purpose. This Bill will make someone 
accountable, for this purpose. If the Budgetary provision for unemployment 
allowance is increased, someone will have to come and say, in specific terms, as 
to why it has increased and why it has not decreased. I am going to conclude; I 
think, others are also there to speak on this issue. I can say about countries. 
We are talking about globalisation everywhere, on every side; then, why not in 
this case? Why can't we follow the global standards in this case, that is, 
unemployment allowance, social security. Follow the developed countries that 
are giving social security benefits to the unemployed people. Even in the 
developing countries — I can give you a list of those - the unemployment 
allowance is being given, as a part of social security. 

Are we following the global norms? I have talked about the ILO 
Conventions also. Are we following globalisation, as far as social security for 
the unemployed youth is concerned? I would request the Government that it 
should follow globalisation, in real terms, so far as giving unemployment 
allowances to the unemployed people, as a social security, is concerned. Regarding 
the economic limitations, Sir, the least said the better. I have only one list with 
me. It is not a fist of Rs.2000 or Rs.3000 crores. Wherefrom the money will 
come for this dole? But this must be receding because the Prime Minister had 
said that one crore jobs would have to be created. Today, four crore unemployed 
people are there on the live registers, and another eight crores are there on the 
rural side. I am also having some replies given in Parliament regarding the 
'top tax defaulters'. You just see what this figure is and how much have we 
asked for? The amount we have asked for is Rs.2,000 crores or Rs.3,000 crores 
per year. If these are the economic limitations for this country, then, may I refer to 
Unstarred Question No. 221, dated 25* July, 2000, wherein it was stated that the 
total outstanding amount of tax on account of income-tax, corporation tax, customs 
duty and central excise, as on 31.3.1998, was Rs.47,788 cores? On 31.3.1999, it 
went up to Rs.52,617 crores. These are the outstanding taxes to be recovered - 
Rs.5,000 crores in one year. And, on 31.3.2000, it was Rs.62,392 crores. The 
amount of outstanding taxes to be recovered from the people who could afford 
it, could increase by Rs. 10,000 crores in one year, but we cannot give Rs.2000 
crores or Rs.3,000 
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crores to the unemployed youth. That becomes a drag, in spite of the 
fact that that creates social security. How much money are we spending on 
security? I have seen some figures in this regard. It is Rs.80 crores or Rs. 100 
crores annually. Who are the people involved in these activities? As I said, on 
31.3.2000, the outstanding amount of tax to be recovered from the defaulters 
was Rs.62,392 crores. The question also specified the details of at least 100 
top tax defaulters. It is not that we have to search for them throughout the 
country. In that question, details of such people against whom the amount was 
outstanding were asked for. As on 31.3.2000, there were 100 top tax 
defaulters. And the total amount to be recovered was Rs.23,000 crores. 777���
0<���B�
��P~���������[ �����������+����������� �*�
���� ��>� ��8� but it cannot 
be recovered. The whole of Parliament, the whole of the country, is helpless. 
Time and again, when I put this question. I find that the problem is, these 
cannot be recovered because these cases have gone to the courts. Demands 
are in dispute for a long time. They will remain as dispute for years together. 
But this basic dispute of ' social security' enshrined in the Directive Principles 
of the Constitution is not recoverable from this Parliament. I am not talking 
about benefits which are asked for by our Members of Parliament, our 
Members of Legislative Assemblies, etc. It is the duty of the Parliament, and 
that is why I have brought this Bill before the Parliament. I am not talking 
about the Government only. We find ourselves helpless in recovering national 
tax, national money, public money, from these people who are well identified, 
because it is under dispute. If these disputes cannot be sorted out, can't these 
unemployed youth demand that this dispute which is pending with you since 
Independence should be resolved; their constitutional rights as enshrined in 
the Directive Principles of the Constitution should be conferred on them? In 
response to this Bill, I think, the Government will come up with a small token 
towards our citizens the helpless unemployed youth. Thank you. 

The question was proposed  
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������ ���� ���D9 ��� �#����� �����z��
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�� ������8����� f��R<�= ��#�3Q�R�� = � ��z��N  ����)<��������8�������<�= �����)<������z��
N  ����)<�������)���1 �����B���������������������$�� ��6�������]�"�����������
���"���z��N  ��B�����_ �*��<��������������� �������% ���������������������N��#�
���������8$�*�������
����������������� ��7���#��% ����*� ��t�-����	�����$�% ����<��� �
N{
�<�� ��$� % ���� �������� ��� 	��� ��$� ������ ��� "���� �*���� ��� ���� ���/����
������)�������% ����)�1 ��j���������)�������% ����)�����������������������B����
����������������������0
��� �����������)�1 ��N������>���#$�� �����0
�"��
<�= ��#�������D'? (�����������8$�N���������������������� � ���� % ��H �: e ��<��<#�
� ����*������ ������ {*B����� �9 �� #���, ) �#�1 ����x5 ��� �����: �*��������9 ���[ ���#��

� ��<�$���������������� �1 �������% �������������*B�����)<���t�-��#�
����������<>���8$�N�����
�������������������*�������= �� #����������[ �[ ���� ���+�
� ��N��������������������������� �, �������)'�������% ����������������t�-�	����#�
���� ��<>�B���� �	����� �������>��������% ����� � ����N������9 � d��<� ���� ���1 ��
N������ ����<>������������0����� ���� ��+�����[ �/�[ �������$��[ �/�[ �����<���
= �-E�������8�1 ��= �-E���������� ���+$���*B�� #������*��������B����= �-E���� ���+��
N��= �-E�������������������#��Y� ����>�����������0*\��� ���+����)*B�� #�������

����� ��� �+���*��*� � �����<>�������7�� � �#��������� �������
������*��
��(��
��� ����� ���+��N���������� �������*����� �����N����
+��������1 ��N�������������
������$�"��R����������)'����������������% ������� 8��� �� ��� ���>)�����������������
��D���������� ������2<���B2*� ���� ����� � �� ��@<�D� ������������0�� ������ $�
�����8? $��\� ��$�
)���������� �� �[ �<#$�� �����? � $�0@� ������� �: ���� �� �[ <#$������
<�= �����)<���� �������*���
�_ ��0��� ���+��� ��������������������<���O� ����������
��� �� )� B�� #�1 ��"����<�= ������� �����������7����#�: �)���7����
+<������������
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�)������ ����: �*������ �������� �8� � 8�N������9 (������� �����
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>E(��+��
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��� #> ���� �' ?�	�����$��� ���% �������������8��� �: �������������8�1 ��
�� ����
�'��������B��#�0<� �������+�6�B����e ��� #��8��*��: �������+̂ � ���8��� �)�������
�[ ����� ��� ��+����XZ�
�1 ��% �, �XZ�
�: ��� ����������8��

N
�: �f�	� ��$� �*-�� �[ �� � �{*
>E(� �8�� ��� ���� ����� ����� ��� ��= ��
�*  �
�^ ���� ���
)�? � � *�<� = �D��
_ ������0�� 1 �� ��D��� � #�N@�#������ ��������
N��������������9 � ���� = �G � ��� ��� 
)�? � ���� ��� *�</= �D�$� ��E� ����������
N����R\�����Ne ���<����� ��������������� 8�N���: �- ��� #��� ��� ���>)/�

�� >���� �����<������7��1 ��� 8���� ��0)7B����<�7���

� �� �*-�� � �{*
>E(� �+� ������ RD� ���� c� ��� 0)�[ ������ 1 �� ������ ��� #�
d��<���� �$�Z��*� �����
��>�N@�B�����2�� ������� �0���� 8����N<���E�<����% ��� ��
�>)� �� �� ����<�= � �����)�*� ����#�� ���/on���d�B�������� ���<=̀ ����W �)� � �8� ���� ������
���>���������� ��<�= �����2��E�������$��*������������������), ���̀�������M�
���� � �+� $� � ���������������� �+� ���)�*� �������� �	�� ��� �� �� �+��0
�������"��
�*�� �� �<���� 1 ���)�*� ����� �	������� *��B��������� ��������� ��d�B���� ���� �
��<=̀ ����W �)� ��8�"@�#�� �����������B��#�
��*J� � ���<#����� �
�����+����������
� �����������B��#�
��*J� � �������0�� ���� ����������)����<������� 8�N<���E�<�� ��
�>)� �� = ��<����B������<� ��� ���n3uu� � #���� ��
�'�� �����1 ��N@�B��� % ���*��[ �� ��
N@�B����
���z�-E��
���#��� ���7�������#���� ������>)�� ��
������� �� ���� ����<��
�����G 
����������B������c�� �, ����<#���1 ����������B�����������<#���1 ��
����������������<���� �����G 
���� ��*����������: e ��<#�����N@�B����� �j�������
�<�������� ��
�'���e ��� #�0��$�N@�#����� � ���������$��������������"��� )��/

��-<��#������<�= �����<����$�� ��<���$���x5 : h �$��*� ��$����: *��� )���9 ���"����
�v� �� � )��/
��-<��: ���������� 9 �� ��N��#�<�= ���� � �� � 9 �� ����*��� �����d�B� �#�
������������(�� �, ������������ ����1 ¡�*� �: ��������
����� f��R<�= ��� #���@<��
����
'*���������������� �������[ �G 
�������c�� �, ��������������@����d��<�= �
��������B������c�� �, �������������

��� & 
� ���� &I�
' ��� �� �0
��� � � � �8� $� 8� � f�� R<�= � ��� �>)�� ���� � 8� �� �)�
����? (�
�= ��G) ���� ��0
�
��)������
'*��������������*� ���c�� �, ��������
����
	� ��% ��>)���0
����

� �� �)z� �R�� ��� � �� �����*� ��$� � 8� ��� ��� � ��� �� �>)� �[ �� ��&��<���� ���
��� ���>)� 1 ��� 8��� �= ��<��= F<� �0)�[ ��
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���	�� � �� �	�� 
����c�� �, �������0�9 ����

��� #� ���� �' ?�	���� 8�0
������ ������9 (������� ���>)���0
���� �� ����������

A * : 
B� . �5������ $F*� �& �6��0
�% ��������L ����������

��� #� ���� �' ?�	���*� ��������c�� �, ����������������c�� �, ���������
�����% ���*�z�-E��
���#���7��9 ����������G 
���� � ��������������: e ��<���������� �
0�� ������������������1 ��*� �<���B������G 
������ ��9 ������
+���� ������9 ��
� ��*��<������ �)�����0J'���on����0
�
�_�����"��#�: ����7���+$'The State shall, within 
the limits of its economic capacity and development, make an effective provision for 
securing the right to work.� "��#� : �� RM*���� �+� $� �� � X6���� ���� ��0� ���������
"����������� ��������$��*�<��"y��"������������'������������: ���� ��������
�����#���¢��#�% ���� ���+����� ����������)�� ���*<�= B������c��������� ����8�6�B���
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���
+��������+���0���� ��������������7�<�������8�$������ >�*+������
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+����� �)����0��� �����
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��� #� ���� �' ?�	����������)�<�������������
��<��*�? ���$�"��������
���>����*�"���$��6'�
�����*�"������44�������'���� 8'����N� ���������"��������
���B������� � ������� �� ��'���� 8'���� N� � ��^ � *-(���� <�� �+� $� "���� ����� � #����
0*�������N^ �� �� �+� ��0
�"����� ���*�"��� �� �*<�= ��% ��B�������"D��� ���� � �
��������0
�<�= ��������% ��B����"D��� �����������0
��� ��N  ��B������� ������
�8�����D9 �����>� ��$����D9 ������ �q �$�������$���D9 �������������������������
�&���6�B�"D��� �����������]�6�B�0
�*� �)�����&���������8]�0
����D9 ������
����������������� ����9 �������); ���������B����7�<��
�����0*\���9 ���0��
: ��0
��&
��������<��������������� s �0*\���£ 
����� �'������������� �9 ����
�>� ���������8�$N���
��#�����<�������
[ �����*����
��#�������@� ��0���� �)�
�����
% �q �� = ������������+���� �)�������,>? �: ��, �D'�7�����+���� �9 ����������������� +����
�����+������B������� �� ��������8$�� = �������������% ��#�"D��� ���������8�������N2'��
��������8�1 ����*���*����� #���������8$���������� #����������8�1 ����*��z�? �����
0)�>��� �������8���� �� ��	� ����������$0
��� ������������� �9 �����������% ��#��� �
"D��� �����#�����O��'B��#�7��������7��)���������� 2�? �� #�<� ��7��������8�� ��<��#�1 ��

e ���#��� �<�*� �6�B�����7��������"�������B������� ���������0
�0*\���£ 
�
���j����������7775E� �� 
�6777������� 2�? �� #����� ���+���I am talking about the big 
beast.*� �)����B������� ����������� �9 �����������% ��#�"D��� �������$�"�������B�
������ ���������0����6= ��� #����% �������� +����������� ����������� �'�������D���
���<>���� ��������������: ��'+&
�����¤ �Z� ����7[ �������8���*� ���6= ��*��B���������
��'��7{� ���������8�¤ �Z� �������% �������������6= ��% ���% �#�����N����% ������B�
������ ���������"���R������)*B�� #�������: ��5 +6'���8�$
% ���
��#'�5 +6'�������B�
����� ������*���7�����������8����Venkaiahji, it was another manifesto of Jan 
Sangh that the tractor should be allowed not to plough the land. ��*��� �[ ������
�����8��������� �������������������������8� � Its use should be discouraged. 
0�� 5 +6'��0� ���� � �� ��� % ����� �)<� ��� ����� "���� 6��� ��0� ������)� 
���� <��
0<� ����� ������9 �$�*� �)�7�� ��� #�: ����� ��)<������������� ��0<� ����� ������ ���+���
*� ��0<� ���� ������ � ���� ���+$�*� �������� ���+$�*� ��, ������
����<��<�� ���+$�*� ��
��'�<�� ���+�1 ��*� ��: >��������������������������� ���+�$�*� ��g ����� ���+�����@� ��
�, ��: ����c��+�1 ������ ����B������ �������������0
�"��5 +6'������>q ������ �
����� �� �+�0
�#��� � �? ��q ���������� = Xh ]� �+�0
�#��� �<>�<J= � �]����0<� ��
�� �������[ �������% ��� ��$��� �������: [ �������% ��� ��$��� ��������� ��������
% ��� �� �� % ������ % ���������������� ������ % ��� �$� N��� ���� ��������� % ����� 1 ��

��������������8����"����% ��������<����0
�6�B�����N�����������% ����� � ������
������������������ �� ���+$������������������ �� ���+������� ������ ����9 ���
Mr. Mukherjee, I want to have your attention because it is your Resolution. 
You talked much about ankarebazi. 0)�[ ������������ �������8�� I know that he 
is a big lawyer.� � 8���
���� � ��0
����� ��<��� ���0)�[ ��������� % 6����#� � 8�����

[ � ���>)$�� 8�Z�*�� �����0<� ���>)�� 8���(������ ��9 �����<����% ��B����"D��� ����������
���% ��#���������������8$�N@�#�"D��� ����������� �j�������������8���j���� ��0��
� �'�/� �'�� £ y�� 
�$� �� �)� <�� ��6= �� % ���� 9 �� *� � �)<� ��� ���� �8�� �v� �� �+$� �: ��
���e ��� #�5 �� �% �� ���+�$��� �)��
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MISS MABEL REBELLO : Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir. I rise to 
support the Payment of Unemployment Allowance Bill, 2000 brought 
forward by Shri Dipankar Mukherjee. After the fiery speech of Shri Sangh 
Priya Gautam. I am wondering what to speak. He has taken us 100 years 
back. He said. "There is no use of machines. Use only human power, 
produce things and compete with the world and that too with a world of 
globalisation and liberalisation. So. I do not know whether we will be able to 
survive at all.  ��� � ���$�� 8�0
������ ������ ���>)���

��� #> ���� �' ?�	��������

A  : 
B� . �5������ $F*� �& �6���������� ��������������8���

MISS MABEL REBELLO:    Sir, I am speaking to him through 
you. But he does not want to listen to me.   That is the most unfortunate 
thing. Sir,  unemployment and under employment are the chronic features 
and problems which the developing countries are facing.   Sir,   
unemployment is if not only the problem of the developing countries, it is 
also the problem of the developed countries. Shri Dipankar Mukherjee did 
say that almost 1.3 billion people are unemployed as per the UN report. 
Many of the speakers who spoke before me have said that almost four crore 
people are on the live registers of India alone. They are totally unemployed. 
Sir, there are almost 10 crore educated unemployed in this country. Among 
them, there are a lot of graduates and technically qualified people. Of late, in 
the last two years, a lot of people have sold their property.   Parents have 
sold  their 
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gold to send their children to get technical education especially the so-called 
software and hardware-courses Tor doing courses like NUT, Aptech, etc. 
parents had to pay Rs. 1 lakh or Rs. 2 lakhs for three months or six months. 
They even sent their children to the USA and elsewhere for getting technical 
education. They thought after that the sky would be the limit for them. But 
what has happened? Within two years, the so-called slow down of the US 
economy started. A lot of people, a lot of youngsters who have spent a lot of 
money of their parents have come back frustrated. Today, we have started a 
lot of private colleges all over the country, especially Engineering Colleges 
and people are paying capitation fee and going for these colleges. What are 
the courses they are pursuing? The courses are, Engineering, Software, 
Hardware and Information Technology. They are coming out after four or 
five years. What are they getting? There are no jobs for them. Earlier they 
used to get Rs. 1 lakh or Rs. 2 lakhs per month. Now they are not getting even 
Rs. 10,000/-. Sir, I come from Bhopal. I have seen young boys sitting on the 
roads late in the night. What do they talk? They talk about unemployment. 
They sit on the roads till 3 o'clock in the morning and just gossip with each 
other. Sometimes, I wonder what do they do. When I tried to find it out, I 
came to know that they manage to get some drinks from somewhere. So they 
drink out of frustration. Young boys who belong to families which don't even 
touch drinks, are taking drinks to kill their frustration. When the young boys 
are frustrated, when they have nothing to do, what will they do? The anti-
social elements will come in their way. They will lure them. These boys will 
be carriers of drugs. These boys will indulge in anti-social activities. What did 
happen the day before yesterday? 

Our colleague, Smt. Phoolan Devi, was shot dead two days back. I 
was with her in Lucknow, for four days. From 10th July to 13th July, we were 
together. People hire youth to indulge in these type of activities. And these 
are the intelligent boys, who will be carriers, who will be the tools, to commit 
all sorts of crimes. Instead of being an asset to this nation, they will become a 
curse. Who is responsible for this? It is the Governments of the last 50 years. 
What have we done for our people? Are we trying to build a strong nation? 
Until and unless our country creates wealth, until and unless money is 
generated in our country, the youth cannot earn. If he does not earn any 
money, if he does not get employment, if he is not able to earn a decent living 
for himself, then he becomes a vagabond, and will harm the country.    What 
happened in Punjab?    What was the problem 
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there? A part of the problem of Punjab was that there were educated 
unemployed youth. What is happening in Jammu and Kashmir? What is 
happening in the North-Eastern States, the so-called seven sister States? 
There is an acute unemployment problem of the educated youth. We are 
just not thinking about that. What should the Government do? On the 
 contrary,    the   Government   has   banned   employment   in   Government 
departments. The Government is thinking of down-sizing the various 
Departments. I endorse the view of Gautamji; the Government has increased 
the retirement age to 60 years. Because of this, there is further frustration. 
The youth cannot come into the Government service at all. And. who is 
suffering because of this? People like us, who are in better communities, who 
have a better economic background, can fend for Ourselves, maybe in India 
itself, in the metropolitan cities, or can even go abroad and earn money. But 
what would the so-called SCs, STs and the OBCs, who have their first 
generation of educated persons in their families, do? They cannot compete in 
this competitive environment. They are the people who are affected much 
more than anybody else. We do have reservation for them in the Government 
sector. But when you have banned all opportunities of employment in various 
Government undertakings and PSUs, what will happen to them? On the one 
side, you are opening schools, colleges and hostels, and giving all sorts of 
incentives for these people to go to schools and colleges and get themselves 
educated, but, on the other side, you are closing down all avenues of 
employment. So, what are you creating after all? You will only be creating 
frustrated youth and such youth would create a lot of harm to this country 
than anybody else. This is what I personally feel. 

We have had so many Five Year Plans. What were the Five Year 
Plans meant for? The Five Year Plans were meant for creating an 
environment whereby a lot of employment, whether in the Government 
sector or in the private sector, could be created so that the people, who are 
educated in our country, would get proper jobs and earn for their living. 
( But this is not happening here.   Sir, in the Rural Development, we had the 
IRDP and other projects. A lot of money of the Government was spent on 
these projects. But nothing happened. You create small jobs here and there, 
but because there were no forward and backward linkages, all these failed. 

Now, again, the Government has come up with this big idea of self-
help groups. It is a wonderful idea. We have taken it from Bangladesh. What 
has happened in Bangladesh?   Has the Government ever done an 
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in-depth study as to how the self-help groups have succeeded in Bangladesh? 
The person, who started this self-help group. Mr. Mohammad Yunus, had a 
lot of support from various sources. He had started four very big NGOs, and 
these NGOs gave backward and forward linkages to these self-help groups, 
and because of that, they became successful. As a result, womenfolk were 
able to make money; people were able to pay back almost 95 per cent of the  
money that they had borrowed from the banks. But, what has happened there 
in the last three to four year period? Even, in Bangladesh, they are not able to 
recover the money. Do you know that repayment has come down from 95 per 
cent to 62 per cent because they are not getting orders from the U.S.? 

So. we are going ahead and starting all our self-help groups, without 
having given a proper thought to it. Unless we have got the forward and 
backward linkages, where the market support for the products produced by 
the self-help groups is assured, these women will be frustrated; their money 
will be blocked and they will not be able to pay back. Similarly, self-help 
groups should also have, what is known as. backward linkages, i.e., they 
should be able to buy raw material in bulk and at a cheap, competitive, price. 
If they buy very little raw material at an exorbitant price, then they will not be 
able to sell their finished products at a competitive price and these women 
will not be able to make money. Again, this would result in frustration. Our 
money will be blocked and the women's groups will be frustrated. The other 
day. I was talking to the CMD of a Bank, where the hon. Finance Minister 
was also there. The topic was. "credit flow for women'. The CMD of the Bank 
confided to me and said. "This is the last opportunity where we are trying to 
lend money to the social sector. If these self-help groups fail. I don't think we 
will lend money to the social sector ever." So. without planning, we are just 
going ahead. Do we have those sort of linkages? Do we have these NGOs to 
support these self-help groups? What will happen? Again, the money will be 
blocked. Again, you will blame somebody or the other. You will blame the 
banker; the BDO. the forest officer or somebody else. You will put the blame 
on somebody else's head and you will have a clean slate. You will wash off 
your hands. Why are you doing this? You are frustrating the people all the 
while. 

Sir. again. I would mention as to what is happening to the youth. 
Why are they going astray after their education? They see advertisements in 
the newspapers, on the television and elsewhere. They keep on applying. 
Recently. I was told that in Kerala or somewhere else, for 16 posts of LDC, 
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almost 10,000 people applied. So, this itself tells you what mind-boggling 
problem this is. For 16 posts of LDCs, clerical posts, 10,000 people are 
applying. I think some of them must have done their doctorate. So. imagine 
the magnitude of the problem and the frustration which is being faced by 
these people. They apply hundreds of times; they appear in thousands of 
interviews, and they don't get employment. We are showing them the path; 
we are misguiding them - this very society, the Government and you. So, I 
don't think, it is just the job of the Government to create employment. But the 
Government should be able to create the environment. It should ensure 
infrastructure, ensure loan, and ensure marketing facilities. These are the 
things which should be ensured by the Government. If it is done, then the 
youth may be encouraged to start something. If they cannot get employment, 
they should be trained in entrepreneur skills so that they can start something. 
If a youth starts something, he can give employment to ten others. Do we do 
this? They will not. They won't have the courage to do this because our 
environment is such. Just before me, Shri Meena said that our small scale 
sector has dismally failed. The tiny sector has failed; the small scale sector 
has failed; the medium scale sector is almost failing. So, who will survive in 
this country? Only the large industrialists will survive. All other small people 
will die. (fime bell) Sir, I am the lone woman who is speaking on this. Have a 
little consideration. 

Now. I come to the question of women. You all say that women 
should be educated. What is happening to the women? Earlier, the women 
got educated and they became primary school teachers or high school 
teachers. That was one job they used to get. Now, the women are getting 
themselves educated. Most of them are going in for software. A lot of them 
have already got good jobs. But. again, there is a blow. There is a roadblock. 
What will they do? When it comes to the question of investing in education, 
the father will always prefer to invest money in his boy's education. But. of 
late, slowly, the attitude was changing. People were thinking that it was 
better to invest in female education so that girls also become a source of 
income. But. then, now, when they have seen that the scene is changing, a 
grim situation, again, I feel, investment in female education would take a 
back seat. This is a sad thing. 

Sir, in order to save the youth, to divert their attention from mafia, 
from drugs, from crimes, I feel, we should give them some sort of 
unemployment allowance. It need not be much. As Mr. Dipankar Mukherjee 
has just  now  said,  a  hundred  people  owe  90%  of  the  dues  to  the 
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Government, banks, and financial institutions. I think, this country can well 
afford to pay, at least, Rs.2000 or so, per annum, to the educated youth so that 
they get something to live on. While they look out for jobs, they need a little 
money. After their higher education, they may be feeling ashamed to ask for 
some money, for their daily living, from their parents. It will come handy for 
them so that they look out for jobs or some sort of livelihood for themselves. 
The Government should also bring together the NGOs, all parties, various 
wings of the Government and others, to sit together and to seriously apply 
their minds in finding out ways and means of creating employment. 
Employment generation, especially for the educated, should be the only goal 
which we should pursue. 

The Prime Minister, when he came to this House, three years ago, I 
remember, said that he would create one crore of jobs every year. Where has 
he created? Instead of more jobs, there is regression. As it is, the Government 
has taken a decision to downsize itself. In what way the Government is 
generating employment? I do not see anything at all. 

In the month of June, I had travelled through 6-7 States, and 
nowhere, I could see employment, except in Orissa, where we saw the 
villagers engaging themselves in preparing leaf plates', under the Rural 
Development Scheme. From that job, they get hardly Rs.500 or Rs.600 per 
month. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): You have 
proved to be more powerful than men in raising the issue of man and woman. 
I have no doubt about that. I think, you should conclude now. 

MISS MABEL REBELLO: Except the Minister, I am the lone female 
Member. Since you are that keen that I should speak no more, I conclude 
now. In the end, I fervently appeal to the Government to formulate a 
comprehensive policy to create employment, not only to look after the issue 
of unemployed men; it should also be mindful to create employment for the 
educated women as well. 

Thank you. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI (Tamil Nadu) : Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir. today, we are discussing an issue that is agitating the minds of 
all of our youth, from the Himalayas to Kanyakumari. Sir. I feel, during the 
last decade, several times, we have discussed the issue under different 
captions. Sometimes, we used to get an assurance that a comprehensive 
legislation would be brought to alleviate poverty, etc. They have tried their 
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best, but could not solve the problem. The intention of the Treasury Benches 
can't be suspected; at the same time, when we are unable to solve the 
problem, it clearly shows that it is a core problem and we have to understand 
it. I would not say immediately that it is a systematic failure. If you go 
through the statistics available before us and see the number of unemployed 
people registered with various "unemployment" exchanges in various States.l 
won't call "Employment exchanges", we find that in 1998 the figure was 
3,91,39,900 and in 1999 this figure came to 4,03,71,400. This clearly shows 
that the figure has increased from 3,91,39,900 to 4,03,71,400. Sir, if we see 
the latest figures up to August 2000, we find that 4,14,28,300 people were 
registered with the unemployment exchanges. I would call them only 
unemployment exchanges. It clearly shows that it is not in a descending 
order. Step by step unemployment is increasing. At the same time, when we 
go through the statistics of the nation as well as in terms of GDP, what we 
feel is that GDP growth has also increased even though it is not as expected 
or as targeted by the Planning Commission or the Government. Therefore, 
GDP does not correlate with employment generation. Therefore, it is a 
mistake in the system itself. How we are going to rectify that mistake is the 
question before us. If the GDP remains at 6.5 per cent per annum, it will 
create another 5 million additional jobs. Suppose, it goes up to 8 per cent, 
maybe, instead of five million it may create another 8.5 million additional 
jobs. But I doubt because we are a developing country. We get less income. 
The average income of the citizens is very low. When we have less income, 
automatically, we have less savings. When we have less savings, it means 
less investment. When we have less investment, it means less production. 
When it is less production, it means we have less income. Therefore, it 
becomes a vicious circle. If we have to break this circle, we will have to get 
capital not only from the tax but non-tariff areas also. We must see that some 
sort of capital flows into the country. In case if it is allowed, what will 
happen? The average overall growth rate of employment both in the 
organised and unorganised sectors was 2.75 per cent in the Seventies, 1.77 per 
cent in the Eighties and 2.37 per in Nineties which was less than the 
Seventies. But the aggregate employment both in private and public sectors 
has grown in a compounded manner only by 0.8 per cent. So, this is the 
situation. When this is the situation, what is the fallout of this situation that I 
will tell you. Sir, I quote from the 9th Five year Plan, 1997-2000, volume-l, 
page 3, which says, "Faster growth has not reduced poverty as much as it 
should have. Nor has it created the number of high quality jobs we need to 
satisfy the 
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aspirations our our increasingly educated youth.   The growth has not been 
as regionally balanced as it should have been ......... The deficiencies in social 
development indicators have also continued and our low level of social 
development is, today, a major constraint on reaching the growth rate of 8 per 
cent which should be our mediujn term target." This clearly shows that we 
have got a faster growth rate, but it has not been co-related to creating high 
quality jobs to satisfy the aspirations of our increasing number of educated 
youth. That is what my argument is. Now, you look at the rural areas in 
particular, and the country in general. Sir, India is a typical country. I would 
like to bring to the notice of this august House that in the U.S. only 2 per cent 
of its population is engaged in agriculture; in Western Europe, 5 per cent of 
its population is engaged in agriculture; in Eastern Europe, 22 per cent of its 
population is engaged in agriculture; but, in India, more than. 70 per cent of 
our population is actually depending on agriculture. Now, what is the 
situation? I tell you. Because of this type of growth, the GDP is not co-related 
to employment generation. In spite of our foodgrains production going up 
from 175 million tonnes to 206 million tonnes in the 90s, the growth rate in 
per capita availability of food grains has come down, I think, to 0.28 per 
annum, as compared to 1.20 per cent per annum during the 80s. Further, the 
food consumption of the poor in India has gone down during the last ten years 
and is, at least, 33 per cent below, compared to the per capita consumption of 
the top ten per cent. This is a very serious matter, particularly when you take 
into account the huge foodgrains stock. This is the observation made by the 
Planning Commission in its Mid-Term Appraisal. The other areas which 
cover the employment generation in India, are like this. The domestic savings 
is less. I have already argued on this point. The GDP has declined — not as 
targeted by the Planning Commission or by the Government. The taxed GDP 
was 10.2 per cent in 1999-2000, but its realised ratio was only 8.7 per cent. 
That means, the target was, 10 per cent but the actual realisation was only 8.7 
per cent. Therefore, the taxed GDP has also declined. The States' share for 
development in the Eighth Plan was only 36.4 per cent compared to the 
projected share of 41.5 per cent. This clearly shows that even though the 
States wanted to create jobs, even though the States wanted to implement new 
schemes to create jobs, the States, more or less, in the country, are not able to 
invest the capital in employment generation areas. Because of this, the actual 
rate of growth has come down from the expected 41.5 per cent of the total 
expenditure of the Plan to only 36.4 per cent.What is the support given for job 
generation for the middle-class 
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people or self-employed people by the financial institutions, particularly, 
public sector banks? This clearly shows how the SLR (Statutory Liquidity 
Rate) — SLR is only meant for this -- came down from 38.5 per cent to 25 
per cent. While giving this statistics, I also want to add another point. The   
point is this. Some subsidiary banks are created for the main banks. Why? 
Because once the subsidiary banks are created, they need not keep any SLR. 
This is one of the rules of the banks. When subsidiary banks are created for 
housing alone or for industry alone, they need not keep any SLR amount. To 
keep the SLR amount less, they are creating separate banks for separate areas. 
If you take the total amount deposited with the banks, it will be less than 25 
per cent. Therefore, the actual amount expected from the financial institutions 
to be invested in job generation has also gone down. That is another thing. If 
you compare the population growth with employment generation, you see 
that we have been struggling, during the last twenty years, to achieve 
population stabilisation but, so far, we have not been able to succeed in that 
area. 

When it is so, what is the position of banks? They have reduced the 
SLR. The gross non-performing assets are worth Rs. 53.294 crores, which is 
14 per cent of the total amount deposited. But the net performing assets are 
worth Rs. 26, 188 crores. The gap between the gross non-performing assets 
and net non - performing assets clearly shows that more than Rs. 25,000 
crores have been taken away from the depositors to see that it offset their 
loss. When the gross non-performing assets of Rs. 53,000 crore have come 
down to Rs.26,000 crores, it means the difference is taken away from the 
money deposited by the public to see that the non-performing assets are 
reduced. Therefore, it has not been paid by the people who took loans from 
the banks. It is being adjusted in the accounts. Now, what it clearly shows is 
that the people who wanted to deceive the nation, are able to live in comfort. 
But, at the same time, the people who have toiled from dawn to husk are in 
difficulties. If we are not able to meet their aspirations, I say, there is a severe 
mistake in the core system. The only thing that we have received from the 
Government is that, for the above poverty line people, the prices of various 
commodities sold through the public distribution system have been reduced. 
For example, the price of rice has been reduced from Rs. 11.30 to Rs. 8.30; 
the prices of wheat have been reduced from Rs. 8.30 to Rs. 6.10. But the 
situation in Tamil Nadu is different. We are actually providing rice at Rs. 
3.50 per Kg, while we are buying it from the Centre at Rs. 11.30. We are 
giving subsidy. We are giving subsidy to the tune of Rs. 1,800 crores.    We 
have been 
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demanding assistance for that. The Eleventh Finance Commission had not 
done justice to us. As a result of the report of the Eleventh Finance 
Commission, we may lose more than Rs. 4,000 crores. We are going to lose 
exactly Rs. 4,171 crores. We are going to lose that much. So, they have to see 
that job generation in Jamil Nadu is further increased. That is my request. 
Now, how are other countries solving this problem? In this regard, I want to 
quote from an American journal. It says, "The WTO rules say that developed 
countries can spend up to 5 per cent of the value of their national agricultural 
production on subsidies. The developing nations can spend up to 10 per cent, 
while China now spends only 2 per cent of its production on subsidies to its 
farmers. Beijing wanted the right to spend up to 10 per cent. " It clearly shows 
that the Government of China wants to raise the subsidy to their farmers. I 
want to submit this note to the Government. They wanted to raise the subsidy 
to their farmers from 2 per cent to 10 per cent. They wanted to increase it by 8 
per cent. It is because they feel that agriculture is the basis of the stability of 
the economy. In this regard, I would like to give you an example. The South-
East Asian countries were affected financially. But we were able to confront 
that onslaught because we have a strong agriculture economy. As far as India 
is concerned, more than 50 per cent of the land is cultivatable. While, in the 
developed countries, it is only 11 per cent. Therefore, ours is a strong 
agriculture base. My sister has spoken about education, development in the 
high tech area, biotechnology and so many other things. But what is the job 
situation in the US? I will tell you about that because it is related with to this 
subject. 

Sir, I quote: "The number of Americans filing new applications for 
jobless benefits, meanwhile, rose unexpectedly by 13,000, to a seasonally 
adjusted 4,32,000, for the work-week ending June 2, the Labour Department 
said." It is by the Labour Department of the American Government. In the 
same article, it is further said "The more stable four-week moving average of 
jobless claims, which smoothes out week-to-week fluctuations, also rose last 
week to 4,13, 500, the highest point since October 3, 1992." From 1992 till 
today, during the last ten years, this is the worst year for the American youths 
and also for the people who went there, expecting some good jobs. About 
13,000 jobs have been redcued. This is the situation in America. Sir, even in 
America, the Federal Reserve Chairman had decided to reduce the rate of 
interest for their own deposits, to get money from other countries. Even there, 
the flow of money is not there. So, one could realise what would be the 
position of the developing countries regarding the employment 
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situation. This is the question that we have to put. In a global economy, 
people are saying that there should be free market so that capital could flow 
from one country to another. I fully agree with it, provided-in the same 
manner--the developed countries also agree to the free movement of their 
labour from their countries, without any hindrance; there is a hindrance on the 
movement of labour, but there is no hindrance on the movement of capital; it 
means, the developed countries, more or less, want to have their own ideas 
executed. Or, they want to have their own fist to overrule the developing 
countries. We cannot tolerate this. For giving allowance to the unemployed 
people, they said that the Government would have to shell out Rs.3,000 
crores. I want to know whether, in this difficult fiscal situation, it is possible 
for the Government to do it. When I am saying this, it does not mean that I am 
opposing this Bill. What I am saying is, as a symbolic gesture, we should 
accept it. On a previous occasion, on a Private Members' Bill, when we were 
discussing the issue of prohibiting smoking in this House, I had given some 
ideas to the Government of India by which its income could increase by 
Rs.4,000 crores. If the suggestions made by me are implemented, then the 
income of the Government of India would increase by Rs. 4,000 crores. 
Please look into the suggestions which I made in this august House that day. 
Please find out whether there is any possibility to implement them.   I think,   
there is a possibility. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI) in the chair] 

The tobacco lobby is still having its say in all these matters. Therefore, my 
request is, if the suggestions made by me as also by other Members of this 
House, are implemented, then the income of the Government of India would 
increase by Rs.4,000 crores. Out of this amount, you can earmark some 
amount for the unemployed youth. The Labour Minister is here; he can look 
into the suggestions made by me. If it is possible, then, in the coming Budget, 
you can earmark some amount for the unemployed youth. Before that, I 
request the Government to convene a meeting of all political parties and have 
a consensus so that something is done for the unemployed youth. If you make 
such a commitment, then, in case, the number of unemployed people 
increases, you will have to apportion more money for them in the Budget. If 
you do it, then unemployment will be reduced. It will be an incentive for the 
Government to reduce the unemployment. In this way, I feel justice will be 
meted out to the unemployed youth who are seeking jobs.  With these words, 
I conclude. Thank you. 
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"As per the theme paper on five decades of water resources 
development of India,  1998, the average annual potential in all the river 
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basins of India is 66,003 tmcft. and the estimated utilisable flow, excluding 
groundwater, is 24,367 tmcft. Therefore, the water which is unutilised or 
wasted to the sea per annum is 41,637 tmcft. 

As per the same theme paper, the average annual potential of 
Peninsular river is 17,720 tmcft. and the estimated utilisable flow, excluding 
groundwater, is 9,083 tmcft. Therefore, the water, which is unutilised or 
wasted to the sea works out to 8,637 tmcft."�N��#�1 ��0������N������x�-(�
����������� �+�*� ����� � f�����7���*������� � �+� �� "In a fertile soil by adopting 
water management and water saving techniques it is possible to irrigate 4,000 
hectare for one tmcft of running water and it could produce 5.5 tonnes per 
hectare, which costs Rs.5,500." 

"So, in the Peninsular India we waste about Rs.16,500 crores to 
Rs.90,750 crores worth of foodgrains producing water to the sea and in the 
entire India about Rs.81,400 crores to Rs.4.5 lakh crores worth of foodgrains 
producing water to the sea per annum. 

So, if we waste one tmcft of water to the sea, it indicates that we are 
wasting water which is capable of producing 12.1 crores and Rs.2.2 crores 
worth of foodgrains in the fertile and normal soils respectively. Such a life-
saving precious commodity, or several thousand crores of rupees is being 
wasted to the sea for the past 53 years, that too after Independence." 
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DR.M.N. DAS (Orissa) : Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I must 
congratulate my esteemed friend, Shri Dipankar Mukherjee for bringing forth 
this kind of a Bill with best of his intention. The object of the Bill is how to 
provide allowance to the unemployed youth. Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, you are 
also a youth leader, you represent your generation of the youth. So also my 
esteemed Minister, Shrimati Sushma Swaraj and also the Mover of the Bill, I 
am an old-fashioned man. I can think only in an old fashioned way and about 
good old times. I am thinking of a time, namely the Fifties of the last century. 
At that time, all over the world, the most popular word was "socialism" in 
political vocabulary, political dictionary. Today, of course, in India, we don't 
here the word "socialism". Nobody talks about it. Any way that was the time 
when I became a member of the Young Socialist Group, as a student of the 
London University. It was a youth wing of the Labour Party which was ruling 
Great Britain at that time. The whole country expected from the Labour 
Government - after the devastation it suffered during the Second World War - 
that socialism would come. The Labour Government assured their 
countrymen that yes, socialism could come. What is socialism? Socialism 
means providing of two primary needs to all citizens, namely. To provide 
basic minimum livelihood to every individual and to 
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provide basic social security to every man and woman. So the Labour 
Government adopted three measures to usher in socialism in Great Britain. 
Number one, whosoever becomes old, a male above 65 years and a female 
above 60 years would get an old age pension. Then, the second was, 
providing free medical treatment -- whatever may be the nature of disease 
which may cost one shilling or one million pounds -- to every citizen of the 
country. The third was, " every youth who was unemployed was given 
unemployment allowance till he got a job. By these three measures they could 
bring in socialism to England. The unemployed youth was requested to 
register himself in the Employment Exchange, wherein he was asked to give 
his option and preferences that he was qualified for such and such job. He 
had to mention in his application form his options. When he went to every 
street corner he could find a notice, "post vacant, post vacant". The 
unemployed youth who was getting a pension was in a hurry to find a job because 
the society blamed him, "Oh! you are paid by us." You are living on our 
money." No self-respecting youth could tolerate this thing. Therefore, the 
unemployed youth used to go to the counter with the request that whatever 
the job might be, he was ready to work, and there was dignity of labour in the 
Western society. If I am unemployed, let me become a sweeper in order to 
earn my livelihood. If I am qualified enough, let me become a teacher, let me 
become a mechanic and so on and so forth. Hundreds of jobs were there. That 
was the time when socialism worked well. I do not know whether the same 
system continues today. But, Sir, when we come to India, the situation is 
different. What was Britain's population at that time? Perhaps, around three 
crores only, and how many people were unemployed?   Not very many. 
...interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, I am on a procedural point. I know 
that we started this discussion at 2.56 P.M. But since I am given to 
understand that the list of speakers is long, thereafter, the Minister will speak, 
and the mover of the Bill will also speak, in any case, it cannot be completed 
today, and since this is a Bill, as per rule, this can be carried over. If you can 
adjourn the House today, and ask Dr. M.N. Das to resume his speech next 
Friday, it would be better. You can take the sense of the House in doing so. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Dr. M.N. Das can resume his 
speech next time.��
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���
R���? #'�G 2���
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����2�>= �������<�R�"*�'�� +&��(�����'����
���#���1 ��"����� �'>��)? �
� �, �0*�(����% ���)�����

������ $F*� �& �� ��$��� ��
������ ���2�� ���� ���+�6�B����� �7{� �
���������� ���+��% �)����� �R �"*�'�� 8&��(������+�"�����"������ ��+��, ��*? (����
������8����������2�>= ����� ��� ��TTT�

A * : 
B� . � 5���  ��,�� *� ?��6�� j��� ���� �+$� G 2�� ��� � �� ����� � ��
�+��, ��*? (����������� ���+������������>= ���#��� ���� ����>�������� ���+���, ��: ��
�����<����������+������ ����������"��
��% % c���#�� ��0����_ ���������� ��
�+���<���������6����+] �

	
���� � � G� ����$�0��"��������
���? ���(����<�������

A * : 
B� . � 5��� ��,��*� ?��6�� ^ ����+$�"��������*�����
��0���% % c�
= �� *��$� nQ���D� $�PQQn�����������������<��������(*�� �����*��$�~Q���D� $�
PQQn��
��������D9 ��� ������� ���+���

The House then adjourned at three minutes past five of the 
clock till eleven of the clock on Monday, the 30th July, 2001. 

_________ 
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